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Picture Product name Description SKU CAD

1964-1974 Body Emblem Barrel Nut (1/8") This is the nut needed to allow you to install all emblems for the
fenders, header panel and trunk lid, etc. The barrel nut is a push
on style versus the original twist on, which will not require
removal of body panels for emblem installation.

BAICMM2267 1.66

1964-1974 Body Emblem Barrel Nut (3/16") This is the nut needed to allow you to install all emblems for the
fenders, header panel and trunk lid, etc. The barrel nut is a push
on style versus the original twist on, which will not require
removal of body panels for emblem installation.

BAICMM2268 1.66

1966-1973 Hood/Trunk Letters (Plymouth) - Set Reproduction of the PLYMOUTH letters for various 1966-73
models. Features he correct style font, black color with chrome
accents and correct mounting studs as original. Includes
mounting hardware.

BAICRM4124 218.38

Early Birds Order Hotline: 1 800 463 0546

1967 Fender Emblem (383 FOUR BARREL) - Black Reproduction of the original 383 Four Barrel fender emblem with
black accent for vehicles equipped with the optional 383 engine
and 4 barrel carburetor. Each emblem is designed and
manufactured to exact specifications including correct color
where required. The back of the emblem includes all original
Chrysler markings, part numbers and insignias when required for
total originality. Manufactured in the USA!Applications:
A-Body:1967 Barracuda1968 Dart GTSB-Body:1966
Charger1969-70 Coronet1969-70 Super Bee

BAIC2579804 92.38

1967 Fender Emblem (383 FOUR BARREL) - Red Reproduction of the original 383 Four Barrel fender emblem with
black accent for vehicles equipped with the optional 383 engine
and 4 barrel carburetor. Each emblem is designed and
manufactured to exact specifications including correct color
where required. The back of the emblem includes all original
Chrysler markings, part numbers and insignias when required for
total originality. Manufactured in the USA!Applications:
A-Body:1967 Barracuda1968 Dart GTSB-Body:1966
Charger1969-70 Coronet1969-70 Super Bee

BAIC2785749 80.62

1967 Fender Emblem (Barracuda) Reproduction of the "Barracuda" front fender emblem for 1967
Plymouth Barracuda models. Manufactured in the correct script
style with a chrome finish. Each emblem is designed and
manufactured to exact specifications including correct color
where required. The back of the emblem includes all original
Chrysler markings, part numbers and insignias when required for
total originality. Manufactured in the USA!

BAIC2582878 114.22
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1967-1968 Barracuda Fender Emblem - LH Premium quality correct reproduction chrome fender emblem for
your 1967-68 Barracuda models. Sold individually.

BAICMA1833 112.54

1967-1968 Barracuda Fender Emblem - RH Premium quality correct reproduction chrome fender emblem for
your 1967-68 Barracuda models. Sold individually.

BAICMA1834 112.54

1967-1968 Barracuda Hood/Trunk Emblem Reproduction hood or trunk emblem for 1967-68 Barracuda
models. Features the Barracuda fish insignia and a bright chrome
finish as original. Made in USA.

BAIC2784610 83.98

1967-1972 Fender Pentastar (Gold) Reproduction fender Pentastar for various 1967-72 models. This
emblem mounts on the lower part of the RH fender. Features the
correct mounting pink on back and gold finish.

BAICMD7087 15.10

1967-1972 Fender Pentastar (Silver) Reproduction fender Pentastar emblem for various 1967-72
models. This emblem mounts on the lower part of the RH fender
on most models. Manufactured like the original 2 piece Mopar
design (metal cover plate attached to a plastic backing). Features
correct silver finish and mounting pin on back as original.

BAICMD7086 13.42

1968 & 1970 Fender Emblem (Barracuda) Reproduction of the "Barracuda" front fender emblem for 1968
Plymouth Barracuda models. Manufactured in the correct script
style with a chrome finish. Each emblem is designed and
manufactured to exact specifications including correct color
where required. The back of the emblem includes all original
Chrysler markings, part numbers and insignias when required for
total originality. Manufactured in the USA!

BAIC2786559 97.42

1968 Barracuda Fender Emblem (Chrome) Reproduction of the original 1968 Barracuda script emblem
manufactured in die-cast to exact specifications. Includes
mounting hardware. OER goes a step further by insuring that the
back of the emblem includes all original Chrysler markings, part
numbers and insignias when required for total originality.
Manufactured in the USA!

BAIC2898938 109.18

1968 Barracuda Fender Emblem - LH Reproduction of the front fender emblem for 1968 Plymouth
Barracuda models. Manufactured with a V8 with a fish outline
and a chrome finish. The back of the emblem includes all original
Chrysler markings, part numbers and insignias when required for
total originality. Manufactured in the USA!

BAIC2786591 92.38

1968 Barracuda Fender Emblem - RH Reproduction of the front fender emblem for 1968 Plymouth
Barracuda models. Manufactured with a V8 with a fish outline
and a chrome finish. The back of the emblem includes all original
Chrysler markings, part numbers and insignias when required for
total originality. Manufactured in the USA!

BAIC2786590 92.38
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1968-1969 Header Panel Emblem (Plymouth) Reproduction of the original Plymouth emblem for a variety of
applications during the 1968-72 model years. Secures to vehicle
with 3 pins. Each emblem is designed and manufactured to exact
specifications including correct color where required. The back of
the emblem includes all original Chrysler markings, part numbers
and insignias when required for total originality. Manufactured in
the USA!This emblem is correct for the following
vehicles:A-BODY:1968-69 Barracuda - front header panel - all
body styles1968-69 Valiant - rear deck1969-72 Valiant - hood -
all body styles1970-72 Duster - hood - allB-BODY:1968-69
Belvedere - hood - all bodystyles1968-69 Belvedere - rear deck
lid- (except Satellite, Sport Satellite or GTX)1971-72 Satellite -
hood - 4 door models onlyC-BODY:1968-69 Fury - hood - all
body styles1970-71 Fury - tailgate - station wagon

BAIC2785791 100.78

1970-1971 E-Body Hood Emblem (383 Four Barrel) - Ea Premium quality authentic reproduction engine callout emblems
for 1970-73 E-Body models. Features correct colours and
includes mounting hardware for easy installation.

BAICME1885 159.58

1970-1971 Gran Coupe Emblem Gasket Replacement Gran Coupe emblem gasket for 1970-1971
Barracuda models. These gaskets are manufactured to fit just
like the originals

BAREMCUD-GSK-
460

15.98

1970-1971 Hood Emblem ('Cuda 383) Reproduction of the 'cuda 383 hood emblem installed on 1970-71
Plymouth 'Cuda models with 383 engine and 'Cuda style hood.
Secures to vehicle with two pins. 2 required per vehicle.
Measures approx. 5" in length. Manufactured in the USA!

BAIC2998796 92.38

1970-1971 Hood Emblem ('Cuda 440-6) Reproduction of the 'cuda 440-6 hood emblem installed on
1970-71 Plymouth 'Cuda models with 440-6 engine and 'Cuda
style hood. Secures to vehicle with two pins. 2 required per
vehicle. Measures approx. 5" in length. Manufactured in the USA!

BAIC2998798 92.38

1970-1973 E-Body Hood Emblem (340 Four Barrel) - Ea Premium quality authentic reproduction engine callout emblems
for 1970-73 E-Body models. Features correct colours and
includes mounting hardware for easy installation.

BAICME1883 176.38

1970-1973 Hood Emblem ('Cuda 340) Die-cast reproduction of the original 'cuda 340 hood emblem for
1970-71 'Cuda models equipped with 340 engine and Shaker
Hood option. Also fits 1972-73 'Cuda models equipped with 340
engine and 'Cuda hood. Faithfully reproduced and correct in
every detail. The back of the emblem includes all original
Chrysler markings, part numbers and insignias when required for
total originality. Manufactured in the USA!

BAIC3443159 100.78

1970-1974 Fender/Rear Panel "'Cuda" Emblem (Adhesive) Reproduction die-cast 'Cuda emblem for Barracuda models. This
adhesive backed emblem is attached to the rear tail panel on
1970 models after April 1st and 1971-1974 models. This emblem
is also mounted to the fender on 1972-74 Barracuda models.
Made in the USA

BAICME1750 58.78

Early Birds specializes in hard-to-find Barracuda parts and has been serving you for over 25 years. 
Call us at 1 800 463 0546 Mon - Fri 9:00 AM - 4:00 PM (EST) - we know our cars!
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Fax your order: (416) 630 8794

Our Mailing Address: 
Early Birds
25 Saunders Road, Unit 9
Barrie, Ontario
L4N 9A7
Canada
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